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1. INTRODUcnON

Site-directed mutagenesis is becoming a very imponam technique in the srudy of
photosynthetic reaction center structure-function relationships. However, there are certain
disadvantages associated with this approach. First. it relies very ; eavily on the intuition of the
investigator to select particular mutations that will give rise to interesting phenotypes; many times,
mutagenesis can result in very little change in photosynthetic function, in complete loss of
function, or in lack of assembly. Second, it is difficult to use specific mutagenesis to detect the
concened effect of several amino acids.
Here we describe methodology for generating, selecting, and rapidly screening large numbers
of mutants in specific regions of the.reaction center genes. One can generate mutants involving
changes in both small and large numbers of amino acids and the mutant phenotypes always
include stable reaction centers that are at least partially functional.
2. METHODS
2.1 Strajns and Plasmids. Rhodobacter capsulatus strain U43 containing a deletion of the
puf operon was generously provided by Dr. Douglas YO\lVan, as were plasmids pU29 and
pU2922 (1, 2). pJW1 (3) was generously provided by Dr. George Feher. The M gene deletion
used in this wor1c is missing 48 bp between the BstEII and SacD resttiction sites of M.
2.2 Chimeric Rescue. A detailed description of these procedures will be presented
elsewhere.
2.3 Fluorescence Decay Measurements. The single photon coWlting instrument will be
described in detail elsewhere. All measurements were made on whole cells using 870 IUD
excitation and 900 nm emission detection. .
3. RESULTS
3.1 Muta2enesis via Chimera Rescue. We have developed a new fonn ofmmagenesis to
srudy the effects of interspecies differences on reaction center structure and function. In this
approach, we select for recovery of photosynthetic activity in deletion mutants of the host gene
(usually the Rb. capsulatus reaction center operon) by recombination with a donor gene from an
organism with a related reaction center. For these experiments, we have constructed pCR, a
derivative of pU2922 containing the puf operon of Rb. capsularus as well as lDlique BamHI and
XhoI sites for insertion of donor genes into the plasmid.
We have used this system to repair a 48 bp deletion in the M gene of the Rb. capsulatus
operon by recombination with sequences from the 4.5 kb PstI fragment from the sphaeroides puf
operon of pJW1 (Fig. 1). Even though most of the sphaeroides operon is present, the starting
plasmid does not produce spectroscopically detectable amounts of reaction centers. 1be two
operons were placed in the plasmid with opposite orientations to allow single, homologous

reoombinational events between the two operons to occur without loss of sequence following
inversion. When this plasmid was conjugated into U43 and put underphoto?thetic selection.
photosynthetic activity was recovered with a frequency of approximately 10" .
In initial studies. two photosynthetically competent chimeric reaction center genes were
isolated and sequenced. In one case, repair of the deletion in the M gene of capsuJatus resulted in
the replacement of capsulatus gene sequence between position M669 and M780 with sphaeroides
sequence. In the other case. positions M559 through M747 were replaced. Reaction centers
isolated from these mutants had steady state absorbance spectra and P+Q" recombination kinetics
comparable to wild type reaction centers. More recently. we have partially characlerized 44
independently isolated mutations resuIting in restoration of photosynthetic activity. Through
resttiction mapping. we have identified at least three classes of mutants: 1) singJe inversions in
which some or all of the M gene and all sequence
downstream of M in the Rb. capsula.tus operon
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from the recombined plasmid and reintroduction
of the plasmid back into U43 results in
photosynthetic activity. This implies that the
sphaeroides L and M genes can assemble with the
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of pCR with the
capsulatus H gene and that it is JX,>SSible to
sphaeroitks operon as a donor. 1btee of the
express the B875 antenna complex of sphaeroides
classes of recombinants that arose from the
in the capsulatus photosynthetic membrane at
chimera rescue experiments are also shown.
least in the presence of sphaeroida Land M
The hatched boxes rqxesent spltoooides
reaction center subunits. Schematic
sequences; the open boxes Ieplesenl capsulolus representations of each daqc: of mutation are
sequences. Only the PstI sires that define the shown in Fig. 1. Sequence analysis of these
subclone of pJWl (3) used in this experiment mutants is ongoing.
.
are shown. Restriction sites: B = BamHI; E'=
3.2 ~ing ofMutanl$ Using Tune
EcoRI; H =HinDm; p =Pst!; S =SacL
Resolved FluQrescence SpecllOSCOj).y. In order to
screen many mutants quicldy for potentially
interesting phenotypes., we h;lve employed time
resolved single photon counting teclmiques using whole cells directly from liquid culrure. To
avoid build-up of the long-lived P+Q" stale. the quinone is chemically reduced with dithionite
(approximately 20 mM). The fastest component of the decay is associated with the excitation
trapping time and in simple antenna systems is thought to be proportional to the initial electron
transfer rate in the reaction center (4). When the quinone is reduced, the initial radical pair state.
P+Bphe-• lives for about 10 nanoseconds and back electron transfer from this state gives rise to
nanosecond delayed fluorescence which is usually easy to distinguish from the much faster
excitation trapping. 1be amplitude of the delayed fluorescence varies with the free energy
difference between the states I- and P+Bphe- (5). Thus. this technique allows one to quickly
measure parameters that are sensitive to both the kinetics and thermodynamics of the initial

electron transfer in the reaction center and in this way identify mutants in which this reaaion may
be altered.
Representative fluorescence decays from whole cells in the presence of dithionite are shown
in Fig. 2. The decay curve shown in the top
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panel is from cells harboring a plasmid that
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show one of two phenotypes with regard to their
fluorescence decay curves. The decay kinetics
from one group of mutants are similar to the
parent strain (Fig. 2, middle panel). The other
mutants tested all had emission decays that were
very similar to each other but different from the
decay of either the parent strain or the mutants
I
described above. An example of one of these
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decays is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.
The biggest difference between this ttace and
those above it is the large increase in fluorescence
on the lOOps - 1 ns timescale.
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4. DISCUSSION
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4.1 Chimeric Reaction Centers can Be Used
i 1I"'f~ii:
to Study SeQ.uence Differences BetWeen
Homologous Reaction Center Genes. We have
shown that it is possible to use chimeric rescue as
"0,00 1.0:
a method for generating functional reaction center
genes that utilize sequences from two different
Fig. 2 Tune-n:solved fluorea::ence decays of
whole cells of Rh. capsu.liztu.s. In each sample,
organisms. One can use this technique both to
detennine which homologous sequences between
the reaction cenlel' quinones were reduced wiIh
two reaction center genes perfonn similar roles
sodium dithimite. Excitatioo was at 810 nm.
and to identify the homologous regions that play
detection at 900 DID. For each decay. the
different roles. Once regions with important
instrument response functioo is also shown.
differences are identified. specific mutagenesis
Top decay: wild type reaction cenlel' c;: '7011.
techniques can be used to investigate the detailed
Middle decay: chimera 1# 1.5 (very similar
sequence requirements further. We intend to
decays were observed fer 14 and 1#32 as well).
expand this technique to compare more distailtly
Boaom decay: chimera #S (very similar decays
related reaction centers (such as cOf!sularu.r. and.
W'Cl'e observed for #1 and 1#2 as weD).
viridis) as well as to generate functional chimenc
reaction center subunits with sequence from both the homologous L and M polypeptides.
4.2 A Subset of the Oljmeras Show Altered fluoreScence Decays. The proper interpretatiOn
of the fluorescence increase we have observed in a number of the chimeras (Fig. 2. bottom panel)
is not yet clear. Depending on how the data is fit to a series of exponentials. one either finds that
the trapping time for the excitalion has increased by about a factor of three. or one fiOOs a smaller
increase in the trapping time (50%) with a large increase in the amount of fluorescence decaying
on a lOOps to 1 ns timescale. It appears that there has been a significant change either in the rate
that excitations reach the reaction center or in the kinetics or thennodynamics of the initial electron
transfer reaction. The biochemical and spectroSCOpic properties of these mutants are being
investigated in more detail.

. '. I

It is interesting to note that those mutants that apparently express both the reaction center and
antenna genes of sp/weroidi!S also display the altered fluorescence decay kinetics shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 2. This suggests that the difference in the fluorescence decay is probably not
due to an altered interaction between the chimeric reaction centers and the anterma.. Possibly, the
change is due to the interaction between the chimeric Land/or M subunits of the reaction center
and the H subunit which in all cases is provided by the capsuJatus genome.
4.3 The Auorescence Decays are Correlated
with Primary Structure. The effects of these
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams oC six
capsulatus/sphaeroides chimeric putoperons
generated by the chimeD rescue techniqUe
descnbed in the texL "Mutant class" reCers to
the three classes of mutants identified in the
texL "Olimel'3 tested" refers to the
identirlCation number of the specific mutanL
The approxirnale boundaries between
capsulatus and sphouoides sequences was
determined by restriction mapping.

mutations on excitation uapping and/or initial
electton transfer events are correlated with their
Sb'Ucturc. Chimera mutants 4, 15 and 32 each
show fluorescence decays very similar to the wild
type (Fig. 2, top and middle panels). Mutants 1.
2 and 5 show the altered fluorescence decay (Fig.
2. bottom panel). This correlates quite well with
the preliminary structures for these
rearrangements detennined by restriction mapping
(Fig. 3). Mutants 4. 15 and 32 contain changes
that are probably all confined to the 3' portion of
M. while 1. 2 and 5 appear to extend through
most or all of the 5' half of M ls well. As we
analyze a larger number of mutants in this way
and obtain more detailed sequence data on the
precise end-points of these reammgements, it
should be possible to locate the region of
sequence responsible for the phenotypic
variation. Directed mutagenesis techniques can
then be used to determine exactly which amino
acids are involved.
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